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Abstract
IMUs (Inertial Measurement Units) are widely
used in many robotics applications. Proper
calibration is inevitable to ensure usable results in
sensor fusion and/or other estimation methods.
Numerous sensor models for IMUs can be found
in literature. These are investigated from two point
of views: How well can the parameters of these
models be determined? And how does they
influence tilt/inclination estimation with IMUs.
In the first part several sensor models differing in
the number of calibration parameters are analyzed
in a simulation environment. We investigate two
calibration methods: a) multi-position gravitybased calibration method without the need of
external equipment, and b) a calibration routine
aided by an industrial robot.
In the second part the influence of these calibration
parameters on tilt estimation is examined. The
well-known
leveling
equations
using
accelerometer measurements of gravity for
inclination angles determination are used. This
method is analyzed using variance based
sensitivity analysis to identify important input
parameters and to optimize the model/system.
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1. Introduction
An IMU (inertial measurement unit) consists of triaxis accelerometer, tri-axis gyroscopes and
sometimes tri-axis magnetometers. A lot of research
has been done about IMUs in fields of aerospace,
navigation and robotics for several years now. This
is because of some unique and beneficial
characteristics (compare e.g. [1] or [2]):
- high temporal resolution
- orientation estimation
- high short term accuracy
- unlimited availability due to independence of
exterior environment
In the early beginnings of IMU technology it was
rather expensive and unhandy in size at the same
time [3]. Recent developments of MEMS
(Microelectromechanical systems) dramatically
reduced size, cost and power consumption [4]. This
lead to an even broader scope of applications and
also accelerated research [3].
Initially mainly used in navigation tasks, IMUs are
now used in several applications: Augmented
Reality, Indoor- and Smartphone navigation,
Robotics and Mobile Mapping Systems as
examples. In particular MEMS IMUs are nowadays
used by the geodetic community not only for mobile
mapping and navigation tasks. Especially
accelerometer leveling from gravity sensing
attracted interest. Accelerometer leveling means
computation two angles roll
and pitch
from
accelerometer readings of the gravity vector. This
method has been used recently for deformation
monitoring [5, 6] and frequency analysis of
vibrations, e.g. [7, 8].
Another usecase of leveling with MEMS IMUs is
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tilt compensation of GNSS poles, see [9, 10].
Generally leveling is used in navigation and pose
estimation during unaccelerated phase to stabilize
attitude and to compensate gyroscope drifts. This
direct measurement of the two angles
and
is feed into IMU strapdown computation or an
integration Kalman Filter.
For all these applications of leveling (based on the
acceleration measurements) mentioned here, it is
important to know the stochastic model of the
derived quantities and to calibrate systematic
errors sufficiently. The functional model of
leveling is analyzed in terms of variance and
sensitivity analysis in Section 3.
A lot of research has focused on sensor and system
calibration of IMUs. There are two main questions
arising when working on IMU calibration:
- Which error model to use?
- How to calibrate estimate the parameters of the
chosen model?
The choice of the inertial instrument error model
depends on the application/use-case and on the
effect on the derived quantities [11]. This question
is tackled in Section 3.
Two basic categories of calibration approaches can
be distinguished: online and pre-calibration. In
the first approach, parameters of the IMU error
model (see Section 2) are estimated at operation
time using sensor fusion (e.g. Kalman filter) with
external observations, e.g. GNSS-IMU navigation.
The deterministic observability of such state
parameters depends on the user dynamics [11],
thus is not applicable in static applications. In
addition, pre-calibration should be preferred, due
to the higher noise level of MEMS sensors:
- possibilities to reduce noise in static
environment
- use higher precision external sensors in static
environment
- danger of vibrations overlaying systematics in
kinematic applications
One has to mention, that at least sensor biases
should always be estimated online, since these
parameters depend highly on temperature and can
significantly change over time [12, 13].
Two groups of pre-calibration methods can be
found in literature concerning calibration setup.
The first depends on additional equipment like
reference sensor (e.g. aviation grade IMU, rate

tables [14, 15, 16, 17], or optical 6DOF-tracking
[18]) and is generally thought to be executed in the
laboratory. These mostly expensive high precision
equipment might not be available [19] and is not
economical for low-cost MEMS sensors [20]. We
summarize these approaches as equipment-aided
calibrations.
The other group of approaches targets suitable
methods for in-field calibration. These should be
feasible for end users and mostly rely on Earth’s
gravity. [21] first introduced the accelerometer
calibration using the property: the magnitude of the
static acceleration measured must equal that of the
gravity. This group is referred to as gravity-based
approaches. Methods based on this property have in
common, that gravity is measured in multiple
quasi-static positions (attitudes). Extensive research
has been carried out, differing in number of
positions and the underlying estimated error
models. A summary can be found in Table 1.
Table 1 Comprehensive summary of related research.

Authors
[21]
[22, 14, 15,
23]
[20]

[17]

[24]

[25, 26]

[19]

Model
Parameters
Bias and Scale
Bias, Scale
and Nonorthogonalities
Bias, Scale,
Nonorthogonalities
and Cross-axis
sensitivities
Bias, Scale
and Nonorthogonalities
Bias, Scale,
Nonlinear
Scale and
Nonorthogonalities
Bias, Scale
and Nonorthogonalities
Bias, Scale,
Nonorthogonalities
and
Misalignment

# Positions
6
18

18 and 24

9

24

36-50

30
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The disadvantage of gravity-based methods is the
required knowledge of the local gravity at an
appropriate accuracy level. Because of this and the
fact that not all of the above use-cases of
accelerometer leveling require exclusively
calibrations procedure in-field by user, we
analyzed both calibration approaches. For the
equipment-aided approach we plan to incorporate
an industrial robot as a reference sensor.

(3)
which transforms the sensitivity axes to the
orthogonal body or IMU-frame (denoted by b) by
use of 6 parameters. Here these parameters can be
interpreted as “small” angles, where
is the
rotation of the i-th axis around the j-th body axis,
compare Figure 1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2 several error models for
accelerometer triads from literature are introduced.
In Section 3 the influence of these estimated error
parameters on tilt estimation using accelerometer
leveling is analyzed. Based on these results
gravity-based and equipment-aided calibrations
approaches are compared in Section 4. Section 5
gives the conclusion and outlook.
2. Sensor Models
Several sensor models can be found in literature.
They differ mainly in the modeled error
parameters. The basic model for the measured
accelerometer outputs (measured forces) denoted
by
proposed by [21] is:

Where
vector,
and

Fig. 1 The non-orthogonal sensitivity axes a can be transformed to the
orthogonal body frame b by 6 small angles (after [14]).

(1)

Defining the body frame so that the x-axis coincides
and yb-axis lies in the plane spanned by xa and ya (3)
reduces to:

is the calibrated force
is the offset or biases vector

(4)
This gives a 9-parameter model by extending (1)
with (4):

(2)
is the scale factor diagonal matrix and
is the
accelerometer random noise.
The calibrated forces
refer to the three
accelerometer sensitivity axes, thus denoted by a.
Ideally these axes should be orthogonal, but due to
imprecise manufacturing this is most likely not the
case. Therefore [14] extended their model to
account for this non-orthogonality of the sensor
sensitivity axis by introducing

(5)
3. Leveling
Following equations are used for accelerometer
levelling [3], which describe the orientation of the
IMU body frame with respect to the local tangent
navigation frame denoted by n. Euler angles are used
to describe the attitude using roll , pitch
and
yaw
rotations.
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standard deviation with increasing accelerometer
noise for a tilted attitude of
,
.

(6)
Note that arctan2() must be used for roll
computation, but if limiting tilting to the upper half
sphere it can be replaced by arctan().
For this case study we suppose the yaw is exactly
known, so
is used with zero variance
throughout the rest of this paper.
The partial derivatives of this model are:

Fig. 3 Tilt angle accuracies with respect to accelerometer noise for

,

.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis
(7)
3.1. Variance Propagation
In Figure 2 we investigate angle accuracy of roll
and pitch with respect to roll and pitch if
accelerometer noise is assumed to be equal for all
three axis and
. This seems a
legit assumption for consumer-grade MEMS
IMUs, especially when considering predominant
static applications where lower measurement rates
can be used.
One can see that an accuracy of 13 mgon can be
achieved in the vicinity of the zenith direction.
Interestingly tilting to the side (producing roll)
does not effect both accuracies. On the other hand
pitching the pole deacreases roll accuracy
quadratically.
Figure 3 shows the linear increase of the tilt angle

Fig. 2 Accuracy of Roll

(left) and Pitch

Sensitivity analysis can be used to analyze the
relations between input and output parameters of a
model [27], in our case
. Goals of
sensitivity analysis are listed in [27]:
- Model validation,
- Model optimization, and
- Identification of important parameters
These has been ported to the engineering geodesy
context by [28] and has been used in many studies
since then (e.g. [28, 29, 30]). Please refer to these
references for details of the methodology and
implementation details. The sensitivity measure
for the i-th input measure on the j-th output can
be computed using

(8)
Here

describes the variance of the output

(right) with uniform accelerometer noise
.

of
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Fig. 4 Total effects of accelerometer measurements fb for output quantities roll
respect to tilt.

parameter and
describes the variance of the
conditional expectation value, where all input
parameters except are fixed.
Considering a parameter free model of
one can plot the sensitivities/influences of each of
the accelerometer measurements on the two output
angles
and
(s. Figure 4).
The subplots of Figure 4 correspond
approximately to the elements of (7). What we can
derive from this can be summarized as follows:
- Accelerometer x-axis does not influence
computation (compare (6)).
- But is prominent for
for small pitches no
matter which
.
- Influences of accelerometer measurements on
roll computation are independent from pitch.
- For
computation fy is important up to 50
[gon] at which point fy and fz are equally
important. For higher rolls fz gains importance.
- For smaller tilt angles < 30 [gon] zaccelerometer reading is inessential for both
tilt angles, whilst y-accelerometer is dominant
for roll
and x-accelerometer is dominant for
pitch
computation.
The above conclusions can be verified
geometrically and especially the last one can be
accounted for in designing calibration schemes.

(upper) and pitch

(lower) with

To get an idea of the importance of the different
sensor model parameters when it comes to
accelerometer-leveling we have setup a simulation
framework, where we can simulate accelerometer
measurements according to the models of Section 2.
This enables us to perform sensitivity analysis on
the 9-parameter model from (5) and the leveling
equations (6). The stochastic model has been chosen
in accordance to the calibration simulation results
from Section 4. Also the simulated quantities are
given in Section 4.
Results from the Variance based sensitivity analysis
for the 9-parameter model (5) are shown in Figure 5
for Roll and in Figure 6 for Pitch at a log scale.
Because of the fact that sensitivity quantities are
symmetric in both roll- and pitch-axis, only subplots
for positive pitches are shown.
As before in Figure 4 we can deduce that the
measured forces fy and fz in blue are important for
roll computation. Moreover the first misalignment
parameter
in red has a big share on the total
variance of
. The bias and scale error terms of y
and z have an influence of at least one magnitude
lower (about 1 to 8%) than the three first listed
quantities. The bias shows a quite similar behavior
over different
and
to the measured forces.
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Fig. 5 Effects of all sensor model parameters on Roll

.

Fig. 6 Effects of all sensor model parameters on Pitch

.

Concerning pitch computation we can see a similar
order of importance. After measured forces (and
especially fx) again misalignment parameters (
and
) are of relevance. Scale parameters stay
below 3% for all investigated attitudes.
To sum up, scale parameters might be of lowest
importance when it comes to accelerometer
leveling and special care of misalignment
parameters must be taken.

4. Calibration
For the following investigations, the multi-position
scheme from [24] is used, where they propose a 24position calibration scheme. This scheme
distributes the measured g-vector evenly in the unitsphere. Subsequent simulations are done using the
stochastic model from Section 3.1, simulating 2
seconds of data acquisition per attitude and error
parameters
of
,
,
and
.
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4.1. Gravity based
The gravity-based approach uses the fact, that the
measured gravity must be independent from
attitude of the IMU.

(and corresponding standard deviations) for the
gravity based approach. This is were the biggest
benefit of additional reference tilting measurements
can be seen.

(9)
The disadvantage of these approaches as, that g
must be known. Generally, no exact measurement
of g is available, but values from theoretical
models can be computed. Model (9) can be used in
a Gauss-Helmert-Adjustment (GH) to estimate the
different model parameters of the tri-axial
accelerometers of (5).
4.2. Robot aided
Using an industrial robot as additional equipment
adds two more observations from robot encoders
and with a standard deviation of 3.2 [mgon].

Fig. 7 Comparison of the two IMU calibration approaches. On the
(left) printed are the estimation errors from one simulation. On the
(right) are the standard deviations of parameters from GH-adjustment.

(10)
The degree of freedom does not change, since two
observations and two equations are added to the
model per position/attitude.
Comparing these two approaches using
simulation, we can see the biggest advantage on
determination of misalignment parameters (see
Figure 7). Expected bias accuracy is reduced by
about 50%, Scale accuracy by about 30% and
Misalignment by about 70%. Considering the
value of scale parameters of 200 [ppm] and the
standard deviation a-posteriori we can deduce that
scale parameters are poorly determinable.
Additional equipment only with reference attitude
measurements can not improve this situation. The
biases can be very well estimated, since is about
two orders of magnitude smaller than the
simulated true values. For the misalignment
parameters we can see very high estimation errors

The correlation structure of the estimated error
parameters for both approaches is shown in Figure
8. The estimated parameters of the gravity-based
approach are already nearly uncorrelated. This is
due to the evenly designed multi-position scheme.
Only the scale parameters are correlated by about
0.2. This correlation can be reduced by one order of
magnitude using the robot-aided calibration.

Fig. 8 Correlation Coefficient matrices
of the
parameters for gravity based (left) and robot aided (right) calibration
simulation.
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5. Conclusion and Outlook
A simulation framework has been set up to
simulate tri-axial accelerometer data according to
the different sensor models found in literature.
Using this simulation framework, we have first
analyzed how well the two tilting angles roll
and pitch
can be determined. For small tilting
angles (in the vicinity of zenith direction) an
accuracy of 13 mgon can be achieved if
accelerometer with uncertainty of 0.002 m/s
(standard deviation) are available, which might be
feasible with averaging over static timespan. We
found out that pitch accuracy is independent of
current roll and pitch and that roll accuracy
decreases with growing roll.
Using a 9-parameter sensor model for an
accelerometer triad the sensitivity of the tilting
angles with respect to these sensor model
parameters has been investigated using variance
based sensitivity analysis. This method revealed
that for smaller tilt angles < 30 [gon] only the
measured forces of fy for roll and fx for pitch are
important. Concerning the 9-parameter sensor
model the first misalignment parameter
show
the biggest influence on roll computation. Based
on the calibrations simulation results bias and scale
parameters are not that important. A comparable
conclusion can be drawn for pitch computation, so
in general special care must be taken of the three
misalignment parameters of the accelerometer
triad sensor model.
As a consequence we have analyzed two
accelerometer calibration approaches using the
same simulation framework. A gravity-only based
calibration approach (which can be applied infield) has been compared with a calibration
process aided by an industrial robot. These two
calibration procedures are implemented as a GHadjustment and the studies shows, that especially
for those misalignment parameters an aided
calibration in laboratory brings an improvement of
about 70%.
Future steps would be to test calibration
procedures with real hardware. Furthermore, an
evaluation experiment for tilt estimation using

MEMS IMU should be designed. An idea could be
to use the acquired knowledge from sensitivity
analysis to optimize the calibration process in terms
of economics and time saving. In combination with
a recursive least squares approach one might relax
the position scheme and adjust it to the given needs.
Findings from variance propagation and sensitivity
analysis might be used in further studies on pole tilt
estimation and compensation both for total stations
and GNSS.
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